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System. Arbitrary grids drawn to meet the purpose, and Standard grids

other than latitude and longitude, have the advantage of providing exactly

equal areas for comparison, but sufFer from the considerable practical disad-

vantages that special maps with special grids are required and it would be

preferable that there should be agreement on a particular grid between biolo-

gists working in different countries. Of the various grid Systems, that based

on latitude and longitude was preferred, since it met most closely all the basic

requirements. As indicated later, in Southern Africa the reduction in area of

latitude-longitude units from the equator to the southernmost tip of the con-

tinent is relatively small and was considered to be of insufficient importance

to outweigh the advantages of the System.

THEDEGREEREFERENCESYSTEM

The Degree Reference System is based on the method used by the South

African Trigonometrical Survey Department to number its maps and to re-

cord progress in the preparation of map sheets at various scales (see Map Ca-

talogue, Republic of South Africa, 1970). In 1957 at the C. C. T. A. / C. S.

A. Meeting at Bakavu, Lwiro, Davis of the Medical Ecology Research Centre

in Johannesburg showed the use of degree- and quarter-degree Squares for

recording the distribution of vectors and hosts concerned in the maintenance

and transmission of animal diseases of medical importance. Use of the lati-

tude-longitude based System was implicit in the recommendations of the C.

C. T. A. / C. S. A. Meeting for the preparation of an atlas on vector and

disease distribution, as it was also in recommendations of the 1963 Symposi-

um of the Zoological Society of Southern Africa (Rowan 1965). This Sy-

stem did not, however, prove fuUy acceptable to Southern African botanists,

apparently largely because in citing specimens, as in a flora or monograph, a

purely numerical designation of a Square was less directly informative for

the distribution of a species than were the district place names.

To overcome this difficulty, Edwards and Jessop (1967) proposed that

the one-degree square of latitude and longitude be considered the basic unit of

area, and that this square be known by the degrees of latitude and longitude

of the north-west or top lefthand corner^ and by a town or other feature of

importance in the square. As in the Trigonometrical Survey System used by

Davis, the one-degree square is divided into four half-degree Squares (30' X
30'), numbered A, B, C and D from left to right and top to bottom, and

each half-degree square may be further subdivided into quarter-degree Squa-

res (15'X15'), again numbered A, B, C and D. Designation of a particu-

lar Square, or portion of a square of latitude and longitude, could then be

either by Degree Reference, by town alone, or by Degree Reference and

1 The reason for numbering at the northwest or top lefthand corner is simply due

to Southern Africa's position in the southeastern quadrant In relation to the point of

origin at the intersection of the 0" co-ordinates of latitude and longitude.
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town. For example, the quarter-degree Square 25"45'S —26^00'S by 28'^00'

E—28°15'E is referred to simply as 2528CC, as Pretoria CC, or as 2528CC
(Pretoria)^

Although the Degree Reference immediately and unambiguously identi-

fies the main geographic co-ordinates, it is desirable to standardize the place

names used. These are given for South Africa and South West Africa at the

end of this paper. These names were selected on the basis that they are well-

known, occur in the South African Postal Guide and do not occur on the

boundaries of latitude-longitude Squares. Most names are found in the "Ti-

mes Atlas", on the Southern Africa 1 : 2 500 000 Map (Trigonometrical

Survey 1965), SA 1 : 500 000 Topo Series Maps (Trigonometrical Survey),

and on the South West Africa 1 : 1 000 000 Topocadastral Map (Surveyor

General, Windhoek, 1966).

SOMEFEATURESOFTHEDEGREEREFERENCESYSTEM

For comparative purposes it may be noted that on the 1950 District

Map of South Africa the country was divided into 296 magisterial districts.

On the Degree Reference System, South Africa comprises 151 one-degree

Squares, 522 half-degree Squares and 2052 quarter-degree Squares. The ap-

proximate size of a one-degree Square ranges from 110 km X 110 km at the

equator, to 110 km X 105 km at 20'S in the vicinity of Bulawayo in Rho-
desia, to 110 km X 92 km at 34°S in the vicinity of Cape Town. The area

of a degree Square at Cape Town near the southernmost tip of the African

continent is thus about 84''/o of one on the equator. The area of a quarter-

degree Square is roughly six times larger than the 10 km Squares used to map
plant and animal distributions in Britain.

Subdivision of the one-degree square into half- and quarter-degree units

has proved convenient to both biologists and map-makers. It has also been

useful for filing Vegetation photographs and for ordering and referring to va-

rious kinds data in a simple geographical manner. Smaller subdivisions may
be better suited to particular requirements. If collector's locality records are

given to the nearest minute of latitude and longitude any subdivision of a de-

gree Square from a minute square is obviously possible, one minute represen-

ting roughly 1.6 km.

USEOFDEGREEREFERENCEBY COLLECTORSAND
HERBARIUMWORKERS

For South Africa it has been recommended that collectors of botanical

specimens should give general localities for specimens to within a quarter-

degree Square, for example, 2528AC (Pretoria). More specific localities

should also be given, either in precise latitude and longitude and/or in terms

1 The Degree Reference Number2528 is best read as "twenty five —twenty elght",

sincc these two scts of figures represent the co-ordinates of the northwest corner.
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tion data are given separately for each country or province. Within each

country or province, Degree References are listed In numerical sequence, that

is, from west to east and from north to south. If a Degree Reference falls

into more than one country or province, the Degree Reference is listed for

each country or province provided that the specimen has been recorded from

the respective portions of the Square.

When citing specimens, the coUector's name and number are printed in

italics to avoid confusion with Degree Reference Numbers. In certain taxo-

nomic works, such as the Flora of Southern Africa currently in preparation,

one-degree references only are used, such as in the foUowing example:

NATAL. —2829 (Harrismith): Cathedral Peak Forest Station, Killick m7.
3030 (Port Shepstone): Izotsha Falls, c. 10 miles Wof Port Shepstone, Strey

7550. CAPE. —2420 (Union's End) : . . .

In other taxonomic works, distribution records for specimens are prefe-

rably given to within a quarter-degree square. To avoid repetition of the

Degree Reference Number, quarter-degree references are preceded by a dash

and are given in brackets following each separate locality. Quarter-degree

subdivisions are listed in alphabetical Order within the Degree Reference.

When the locality record is not precise enough, no quarter-degree reference is

given and the record is included under the one-degree reference. For exam-

ple: NATAL. —2731 (Louwsburg): 10 miles E of Nongoma (-DD), Pelser

354; near Dwarsrand, Van der Merwe 4789. 2829 (Harrismith): near Groo-

thoek (-AB), Anon 234; Cathedral Peak Forest Station (CC), Killick 1572;

2 miles ESE of Frere Station (-DD), Anon 479; 2 miles NE of Frere Station

(DD), Xantos 123; near Camelot, Marais 3456. CAPE. —3228 (Butter-

worth): . . .

LIST OF ONE-DEGREESQUARESIN SOUTHAFRICA

2227 (Palapye)

2228 (Maasstroom)

2229 (Waterpoort)

2230 (Messina)

2231 (Pafuri)

2326 (Mahalapye)

2327 (Ellisras)

2328 (Baltimore)

2329 (Pietersburg)

2330 (Tzaneen)

2331 (Phalaborwa)

2420 (Union's End)

2425 (Gaborone)

2426 (Mochudi)

2427 (Thabazimbi)

2428 (Nylstroom)

2429 (Zebediela)

2430 (Pilgrim's Rest)

2431 (Acornhoek)

2528 (Pretoria)

2529 (Witbank)

2530 (Lydenburg)

2531 (Komatipoort)

2532 (Lourenco Marques)

2432 (Mapulanguene)



(Bethal)



LIST OF ONE-DEGREESQUARESIN SOUTHWESTAFRICA
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SUMMARY

The Degree Reference System based on latitude and longitude has been

found to be a practical and flexible grid method for recording distribution

data for biological specnncns in Southern Africa, as well as for other purpo-

ses requiring geographical eo-ordinates. The basic unit is the one-degree

Square of latitude and longitude, which is designated by a Degree Reference

Number composed of the degrees of latitude and longitude of the northwest

Corner (in Southern Africa) and by a town or feature of importance. Subdi-

visions of the one-degree square by successive quarterings provide half- and
quarter-degree Squares that are each numbered A, B, C and D from left to

right and top to bottom. Quarter-degree citation, involving four digits and
two letters that are simply derived, is suggested for general use, but larger or

smaller grid Squares are possible for a particular purpose.
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